
SECTION II

3. (a) German authorities and Officials in all territories outside the 
frontiers of Germany as they existed on the 31st December 1937, and in 
any areas within those frontiers indicated at any time by the Allied Re
presentatives, will comply with such instructions as to withdrawing there
from as thëy may receive from the Allied Representatives.

(b) The German authorities will issue the necessary instructions and 
will make the necessary arrangements for the reception and maintenance 
in Germany of all German civilian inhabitants of the territories or areas 
concerned, whose evacuation may be ordered by the Allied Represen
tatives.

(c) Withdrawals and evacuations under sub-paragraphs (a) and (b) 
above will take place at such times and under such conditions as the

&.-■ Allied Representatives may direct.

4. In the territories and areas referred to in paragraph 3 above, there 
shall immediately be, on the part of all forces finder German command 
and of German authorities and civilians, a complete cessation of all 
measures of coercion or forced* labour and of all measures involving 
injury to life or limb. There shall similarly cease all measures of requi
sitioning, seizure, removal, concealment or destruction of property. In 
particular, the withdrawals and evacuations mentioned in paragraph 3 
above will be carried out without damage to or removal of persons or 
property not affected by the orders of the Allied Representatives, 'Çhe

> Allied Representatives will determine what personal property and effects 
may be taken by persons evacuated under paragraph 3 above.

SECTION III
5. The Allied Representatives will regulate all matters affecting Ger

many’s relations with other countries. No foreign obligations, undertakings 
or commitments of any kind will be assumed or entered into by or on 
behalf of German authorities or nationals without the sanction of the 
Allied Representatives.

6. The Allied Representatives will give directions concerning the abro
gation, bringing into force, revival or application of any treaty, convention 
or other international agreement, or any part or provision thereof, to 
which Germany is or has> been a party.
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